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Ch. 8: APA (6th ed.) Reference List Entries
ARTICLE SOURCES
Magazine Article (printed/bound/handheld source)…………………………………… 142
Magazine Article (online source only)………………………………….……………..… 143
Magazine Article (online version of printed/bound/handheld source)…………….…. 144
Magazine Article (article found online in a research database)…………………….… 145
Newspaper Article (printed/bound/handheld source)…………………………………. 146
Newspaper Article (online source) ……………………………………….…………...… 147
Scholarly Journal Article (printed/bound/handheld source)………………………..… 148
Scholarly Journal Article (online version of a printed/bound/handheld source)…..… 149
Scholarly Journal Article (online source only)………………………………………..… 150

BOOK SOURCES
Book with None, One, or More than One Author…………………………. . . . ………. 151
Book with Author(s) Listed as Editor(s)….…………………………………………….. 152
Book with Corporation or Group Author…………………..………………….……….. 153
Chapter of a Book with an Editor ………………………………………………………. 154
Editions of Book after the First ………..………………………………………….…….. 155
Multivolume Book ……………………………………………………………………….. 156
Online Book ………………………………………………………………………………. 157
Translated Book …………………………………………………………………….......... 158

OTHER SOURCE
Abstract …………………………… 159
Ad on a Printed Page, Flyer ………160
Blog… ………………………………161
Book Review ....................................162
Brochure, Pamphlet, Flyer.............. 163
Cartoon or Comic Strip................... 164
Chart or Map....................................165
Conference or Proceedings Paper...166
Digital File.........................................167
Email ................................................168
Entry in a Reference Book.. ............169

Government Publication .................170
Interview............................................171
Lecture or Speech.............................172
Letter to the Editor.......................... 173
Movie, Documentary, TV Show......174
Personal Web Page...........................175
Social Network Posting........ ............176
Sound Recording...... ........................177
Thesis or Dissertation ......................178
Video Clip on the Web.....................179
Works of Art, Photos....................... 180
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Magazine Article (APA, printed/bound/handheld source)
Author’s last name first, with initials following. (Year, Month but if magazine comes out
daily or weekly then Year, Month Day). Title of article capitalized sentence style.
Title of Magazine Capitalized Headline Style in Italics, volume number in italics if
given(issue number if given), inclusive page numbers of article with no numbers
omitted.
Anonymous. (1997, March). Sites unseen. Egypt and the Middle East, 8(3), 356-358.
<Note: For texts without author(s) listed, use Anonymous as the author.>
Gourevitch, P. (2009, May). The life after: Fifteen years after Rwanda. The New Yorker, 37-49.
<Note: No volume or issue number listed in the source.>
Hutson, M. (2009, January/February). Going through the motions: Mental practice makes
perfect. Psychology Today, 42(1), 49.
<Note: January/February listed as date since magazine comes out six times a year.>
Kennedy, E. M. (2009, July 27). The cause of my life: Inside the fight for universal health
care. Newsweek, 34-39.
<Note: Day listed since magazine comes out daily or weekly.>
<Note: No volume or issue number listed in the source.>
Philbein, M. R., Hall, S., & Yenril, R. (1999, June 15). Coming through: The channel train’s
next ten years. Travel Weekly, 56+.
<Note: For three or more authors, list last name, first and middle initials of first author
listed in list of authors on title page, and the subsequent authors in the same order, last
name first, followed by initials. Place an & ampersand before the last name of the last
author.>
<Note: Day listed since magazine comes out daily or weekly.>
<Note: Pagination has first page and + sign since article is interrupted by other material.>
Sterne, H., & Gandel, C. (2009, April). Your next job: Advice on managing your career.
Reader’s Digest, 147-157.
<Note: For two authors, list the names last names first, and then initials of front names.
Start with the first author listed on title page of source. Place a comma after the first
author and then an & ampersand before the second name.>
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Magazine Article (APA, online source only)
Author’s last name first, with initials following. (Year, Month but if magazine comes out
daily or weekly then Year, Month Day). Title of article capitalized sentence style.
Name of Online Magazine Capitalized Headline Style and Italicized, volume number
italicized if given(issue number if given). Then put the words “Retrieved from” after
period and list the URL but do not end with a period
Anonymous. (1987, August). Flatter screens and wider keyboards. Techies Dream, 7(1).
Retrieved from http://www.techiesdream.com/article/august/1987/897m2
<Note: For texts without author(s) listed, use Anonymous as the author.>
Bandleworst, Y. (2005, April 7). The good life. American Homeowner, 8. Retrieved from
http://www.americanhomeowner.com/76/ccYes/90cm/htm
<Note: Day listed since magazine comes out daily or weekly.>
<Note: No issue listed in source, so issue number omitted here.>
McEvans, K. (2009, September 8). Changing the way Saudis learn: Americans complain about a
Saudi school in suburban Virginia. Slate Magazine. Retrieved from http://www.slate.
com/id/2226874
<Note: Day listed since magazine comes out daily or weekly.>
<Note: No issue listed in source, so issue number omitted here.>
<Note: If you have to break up a URL for formatting reasons, place a white space where
you want the break to be. The computer will automatically re-arrange the line spacing.
Remove all automatic hyperlink formatting your computer might want to add (like
underlines or blue font).>
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Magazine Article (APA, online version of printed/bound/handheld source)
These entries can be formatted exactly the same as entries for printed/bound/handheld
magazines (see p. 113) with one addition: Place the words “Electronic version” in [ ] square
brackets between the last word of the article’s title and the period ending the title.
Gourevitch, P. (2009, May). The life after: Fifteen years after Rwanda [Electronic version]. The
New Yorker, 37-49.
<Note: No volume or issue number listed in the source.>
Hutson, M. (2009, January/February). Going through the motions: Mental practice makes
Perfect [Electronic version]. Psychology Today, 42(1), 49.
<Note: January/February listed as date since magazine comes out six times a year.>
Kennedy, E. M. (2009, July 27). The cause of my life: Inside the fight for universal health care
[Electronic version]. Newsweek, 34-39.
<Note: Day listed since magazine comes out daily or weekly.>
<Note: No volume or issue number listed in the source.>
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Magazine Article (APA, article found online in a research database)
Author’s last name first, with initials following. (Year, Month but if magazine comes out
daily or weekly then Year, Month Day). Title of article capitalized sentence style.
Title of Magazine Capitalized Headline Style in Italics, volume number in italics if
given(issue number if given), inclusive page numbers of article with no numbers
omitted. Retrieved Month day, year, from Name of Database Capitalized Headline
Style database.
Anonymous. (2004, Spring). The healing fountain: Poetry therapy for life’s journey. Pudding
Magazine, 51. Retrieved August 7, 2005, from Humanities International Complete
database.
<Note: For texts without author(s) listed, use Anonymous as the author.>
<Note: Date listed on cover is in terms of seasons of year (magazine is issued four times
a year.>
<Note: No volume or issue number is given in source.>
Karlgaard, R. (2009, September 7). Global warming arrogance. Forbes, 184(4), 19. Retrieved
September 9, 2009, from Academic Search Complete database.
<Note: Day listed since magazine comes out daily or weekly.>
Stasukevich, I. (2009, July). Shooting puppy love with the red one. American Cinematographer,
90(7), 10-12. Retrieved August 4, 2009, from Film and Television Literature Index with
Full Text database.

